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iNtroductioN
Grid computing is named by analogy with the electrical
power grid. Power stations are linked into a universal
supply that delivers electricity on demand to consumers. Similarly, computational resources can be linked
into a grid that delivers computing or data on demand
to the user’s desktop. The origins of grid computing
lie in networked computing, distributed computing,
and parallel computing. Grid computing coordinates
distributed resources that are not subject to central
control, using standard protocols and interfaces to meet
the required levels of service (Foster, 2002).
International standards have been defined for open
and vendor-independent networking. However, this
simply allows exchange of information among computers that operate largely independently. Distributed
computing was developed to use networks for effective sharing of resources: information, processing, and
devices. This allows multiple computers to cooperate
in manipulating information, no matter where it is
stored or processed.

Parallel computing evolved separately as a means
of allowing closely coupled processors to work on
the same tasks. However, it is often more cost-effective to harness the power of many processors through
distributed computing than to build specialized parallel
processing systems.
Grid computing continues these trends by offering a standard architecture for large-scale distributed
and parallel computing. Grid computing has proven
particularly attractive where substantial computation
is needed to analyze the rapidly growing amounts of
data used by many collaborators across a wide range
of disciplines. For example, it is envisaged that the
Large Hadron Collider will regularly produce many
petabytes of data (over 1015 bytes per second from
small particle collisions).
In the context of the grid, a virtual organization is
a set of individuals or institutions that agree to share
distributed computing facilities. Such an organization
is virtual because it crosses conventional organizational boundaries. A virtual organization is typically
closed (the membership is specified) and may be dynamic (membership may change over its lifetime).
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Grid computing provides facilities to support virtual
organizations, notably authentication and security. This
chapter describes a case study that demonstrates the
value of virtual organizations for collaboration among
social scientists.

bAckgrouNd
distributed computing
A wide range of standards was developed for networked
computing under the banner of open systems interconnection (ISO/IEC, 1994). Although this architecture
remains an important framework for networking, both
it and the proprietary solutions it superseded have
largely faded from practical use. Instead, Internet-related standards have become the predominant means
of linking networked systems.
Remote procedure calls (Birrell, 1984; ISO/IEC,
1988) were developed as a simple but effective way of
linking computation in different systems. They allow
procedures (methods) to be invoked in the same way,
irrespective of whether they are on local or networked
processors. The same approach is supported by modern
programming languages such as C# or Java (Downing, 1998).
Initially, proprietary standards were developed for
distributed computing, for example Microsoft distributed component object model (Abernethy,Morin, Chahin, & Morin, 1999). The need for vendor-independent
standards led to the common object request broker
architecture (Bolton, 2001). International standards
were also defined for open distributed processing
(ISO/IEC, 1995).
Distributed architectures have been defined in specialized areas such as telephony. For example the architecture of the intelligent network (ITU, 2000) supports
distributed call processing, while the telecommunications intelligent network architecture (Dupuy, Nilsson,
& Inoue, 1995) focuses on telephony services.

grid computing
Grid computing has grown out of web computing. The
growth of the web as a means of providing information led to strong industrial interest in using a similar
approach for distributed computing. Web services are
supported by many commercial solutions such as BEA
644

Weblogic (Mountjoy & Chugh, 2004), IBM Websphere
(Francis, Herness, Knutson et al., 2002), Microsoft
.NET (Platt, 2003), and Sun Open Net Environment
(Mogha & Bhargava, 2002).
Web services allow networked applications to
cooperate. Extensible markup language (XML) is
a common foundation in web service standards for
representation of structured data. The interface to a
web service is defined by the web services description language (World Wide Web Consortium, 2001).
Communication between web services is supported by
the simple object access protocol (World Wide Web
Consortium, 2003). Repositories of web services are
created and interrogated through universal description,
discovery and integration (OASIS, 2002).
Web services were adopted as the basis for grid computing, allowing grid applications to support distributed
resource sharing and computation. Grid applications
often support long-lived services. This requires stateful
services that preserve state across different invocations.
To meet this requirement, specialized solutions were
initially developed for the grid. However, web services
can also benefit from being stateful. The web Services
Resource Framework (Graham, Marmakar, Mischinsky
et al., 2006) was therefore developed as a collection
of standards that allow Web services to expose the
resources they use. This has allowed a much closer
convergence between web services and grid services.
However, the grid also has specialized standards in areas
such as data access, file transfer, resource management
and security. A grid service is said to run in a container
that provides the infrastructure required.
Berman, Fox, and Hey (2003) provide a high-level
overview of what the grid aims to achieve. Grid computing offers a number of distinctive advantages that
draw on features for:
•
•
•
•

Virtual organizations that transcend conventional
boundaries, and may come together for only a
particular task or to share resources
Grid portals that provide simplified, user-oriented
access to grid-enabled resources
Single sign-on that requires authenticating once
to use multiple resources such as data repositories
or computational servers
Virtualized resources that allow platform-independent and location-independent access to
heterogeneous computing and data resources, or
to specialized equipment
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•
•

Security that controls access, but allows third
parties to act on behalf of the user
Distributed and parallel computing

Standards for the grid are being defined by the Global
Grid Forum (GGF). Work is progressing towards standards for an open grid services architecture (Foster,
Kesselman, Nick, & Tuecke, 2002). Although web and
grid services now share a common basis, grid computing make use of many additional features such as those
listed above. Globus Toolkit 4 (Sotomayor & Childers,
2006) and the Commodity Grid Kits are widely used
to implement grid applications.

occupational data Analysis
Grid computing is a very broad area. To illustrate what
can be achieved, this chapter focuses on an important
application in social science: the means whereby
social survey researchers collect and process data on
the occupations of survey respondents. Such data is
routinely collected because it is widely believed that
occupational position reveals a great deal about an
individual’s life circumstances. However, the data that
is originally collected—typically a textual description
of a job title—is not in itself easily summarized or
analyzed. Usually, social scientists wish to develop a
summary indicator of occupational circumstances. This
is typically assigned to survey respondents by means of
an external occupational information resource, which
connects the original occupational record with some
other summary data about the occupational position.
As an example, sociologists often use occupational
information resources in order to assign occupational
positions to locations within a social classification
system, such as a ‘social class’ scheme.
Social scientists thus make widespread use of occupational information databases that contain summary
data on particular occupational positions. Many alternative resources are available to the social science research
community. Most often they are distributed freely, as
small electronic files downloadable from voluntarily
maintained Internet sites; for example, see Ganzeboom,
2006, and Lambert & Prandy, 2006. However the way
in which such information resources are distributed and
exploited is rather uneven in social science practice.
Most often, occupational information resources are
published with informal instructions only; the datasets
are seldom annotated with consistent metadata about

their structure and provenance. Indeed they are not
usually available via repositories, inhibiting their use
by a wider community.
Further difficulties arise when social scientists wish
to connect occupational information resources to the
records of occupational positions stored in social survey
datasets. Survey data is often subject to strict controls
on access. The data frequently contains several different
pieces of information on occupational positions stored
in different locations, which the analyst may wish to
relate to each other. Although occupational records are
an important measure in many social science analyses,
social scientists rarely obtain the benefits of effective
resource sharing and efficient connections between
survey data records and occupational information
resources.
An example of occupational information resources
can be found in the occupationally-based social classifications supplied by the Camsis project (Cambridge
Social Interaction and Stratification Scale, 2007). This
project calculates measures that indicate the average
levels of social advantage or disadvantage (in, for
instance, economic and environmental terms) that are
typically experienced by those in different occupational
positions. The calculation is based on statistically
modeling patterns of social interaction exhibited by
the incumbents of different occupations (Lambert &
Prandy, 2003). The approach generates Camsis scale
scores (measures that may be assigned to different
occupational positions). Databases of these scores are
examples of occupational information resources that
are distributed and coordinated through the Geode.
Collaboration is desirable among social scientists
using occupational data. Those who originate occupational information often wish to cooperate directly.
However, there are many other users who simply wish
to link their social survey data with an appropriate
occupational information resource. Moreover, much
social research transcends national boundaries, so many
occupational information databases refer to multiple
countries. Some research has tried to standardize occupational data collection and analysis across countries,
for example Elias and Birch (2006). However, the
prevailing model remains pluralistic, whereby numerous different occupational information resources are
available across different countries and from different
time periods.
There is a strong need to create virtual organizations, often ad hoc and short-lived, that can cooperate
645
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on occupational data issues. This includes work on
developing new occupational information databases,
and on international standards for occupational classifications. Grid computing provides a secure and
distributed framework for such collaborations.

grid coMputiNg cASe Study
occupational data on the grid
As a case study in grid computing, this section describes
the work undertaken by the Geode project (grid enabled
occupational data environment, 2007). The aim of this
project was to allow social scientists using occupational
data to benefit from grid computing. The Geode project
ran from October 2005 to March 2007. The project
involved social scientists in different institutes, and
brought social scientists and computer scientists into
close collaboration.
A high-level view of the Geode architecture is
shown in Figure 1. The user’s interface is provided by
an occupational data portal. A system administrator is
responsible for maintaining the overall system, including the users, virtual organizations and data repositories
Subject to suitable permissions, an end user can add
a local (i.e., locally curated) or external (i.e., remote)
datasets. End users can also search, access and link to
datasets in the repositories.
On user request, the portal passes details of a dataset
to be added to the local or external data repository. An
indexing service registers a list of repositories, allowing searches to be made. Datasets are accessed via a
data service that supports format-independent access.
A data linking service allows survey data to be linked
to these datasets.

portal interface
Portals are commonly employed for user-oriented access to web services. A Java community standard (JSR
168) has been developed as a standard framework for
the components of a portal, called portlets. Since portals are ideal for less technical users, a grid portal has
been developed by Geode for use by social scientists
working on occupational data.
The Geode portal has been developed using GridSphere (2007). The approach clearly separates the
presentation (user interface) from the logic (underlying
646

grid services). GridSphere provides direct support for
the grid, notably in the area of security. Authentication
can be performed by several means, ranging from a
username/password to digital credentials. The portal
interface for Geode allows an administrator to create
users, authorize use of data, add and maintain occupational datasets, and manage metadata for these. For
ordinary users, the portal provides facilities to provide,
link and search occupational datasets.

data Access
Data abstraction is supported by OGSA-DAI (database
access and integration, 2007). This provides a unified
and networked interface to datasets held in a variety
of formats, including relational databases and commaseparated flat files. OGSA-DAI acts as the middleware
for data management in a grid (a data service as shown
in Figure 1).
Occupational information resources such Camsis
scale scores are currently supplied by social scientists on
a voluntary basis in a variety of different electronic formats. The proprietary packages SPSS (2007) and Stata
(2007) are particularly common. However relational
databases, spreadsheets and even comma-separated
value lists are also employed. The Geode project has
developed uniform support for these formats, allowing social scientists freedom in how their data may be
supplied or accessed.
The suppliers of occupational information resources
rarely provide metadata to describe the technical format
of a dataset or its provenance. The Data Documentation
Initiative (2007) supports XML schemas for annotating
social science datasets with metadata. This approach has
been specialized by Geode for databases containing occupational information. This gives greater consistency,
making it easier to search and link occupational data
online. The metadata is registered with an indexing
service when the corresponding datasets are added via
the Geode portal.
Some datasets are under the control of Geode, while
others are contributed by collaborating partners. For
this reason, a distinction is made in Figure 1 between
the local data repository (aggregate occupational data
classifications managed by Geode) and external data
repositories (managed by others). The architecture is
distributed and scalable, making it easy for other social
scientists to provide and use occupational information.
Collaborators may supply their data in native format.

Grid Computing for Social Science

Figure 1. Architecture for occupational data grid services
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Alternatively if they can run their own OGSA-DAI
data service, this may be linked into the Geode framework. A data linking application service is provided to
allow micro-social survey information to be linked to
occupational classifications.
Datasets and occupational applications are registered with the index service provided by the Globus
Toolkit. This creates a searchable repository of data
services and application services provided by Geode.
The design allows one or multiple instances of the
index service to be created, thus permitting a centralized or distributed implementation of the facilities for
analyzing occupational data.
OGSA-DAI supports format metadata (technical
aspects such as the database schema) as well as custom
metadata (a specialization of the Data Documentation
Initiative for occupational data). Rather than using data
directly, users employ the information via application
services provided through the portal.

Security
Security is an important issue, partly because some
datasets require strict controls on access. The goal of
open access for social scientists must also be tempered
with the need for proper authorization.

add
register

access

External Data
Service
access
External Data
Repository

The Globus Toolkit implements the grid security
infrastructure, that in turn derives from web services
security. This supports authentication, authorization
and credential delegation. It also permits single signon—a user need authenticate only once in order to
access multiple resources. Logging onto the Geode
portal allows users to delegate their credentials (i.e., use
proxy certificates) so that the underlying services can
perform data manipulation on their behalf. OGSA-DAI
is configured to use this credential information when
data access is authorized.
Geode can store credentials for retrieval by services that need them. This means that credentials do
not have to be moved around among the services. An
alternative choice would be MyProxy (2007), but this
is currently limited to Unix implementations. Geode is
intended to be platform-independent, including Microsoft Windows (which is much more widely used than
Unix by social scientists). The preferred solution is the
Delegation Service supported by the Globus Toolkit.
As this currently supports delegation only to services
within the same container, it may have to be deployed
in multiple containers.
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Status and evaluation
A grid portal has been developed for Geode and made
available to occupational data researchers. The portal
acts as a gateway to occupational data resources. Users
of the portal can discover and use any occupational
information resources that have been exposed to the
Geode service. Users are also able to add their own occupational information resources to the service. Using
existing occupational data with Geode has minimal
requirements, involving a very limited selection of
identifying records (such as details of the county, time
period and occupational units to which the information
is relevant). Additional details about the occupational
information may later be added by authorized users
within the Geode virtual organization.
A specialized grid service is supported for linking
survey data to occupational information resources. The
linking mechanism offers a highly attractive opportunity
for social scientists who have previously been required
to undertake an extended series of data manipulation
tasks on their own computers in order to achieve the
same linkage.
Encouraging the use of metadata has improved the
accessibility and consistency of occupational datasets.
Searching occupational data is now more rigorous. Virtualization of data resources has made a wider range of
datasets available to the community, without requiring
users to have specialist technical knowledge. In addition,
collaboration among social scientists has been aided
through the creation of virtual organizations. Geode
has provided valuable facilities for linking surveys and
occupational classifications. The gain to researchers is
greater productivity in their analyses.
Although the Geode work has focused on occupational data analysis, the design allows for other
disciplines that require linking of statistical data. For
example, the authors also envisage the same approach
being useful for census data.

future treNdS
Grid computing was initially driven by the needs of
hard sciences such as astronomy, biology and physics.
Such applications are characterized by large volumes
of data, highly complex calculations, and distributed
collaborations. As grid computing matures, its use is
being extended to other communities. For example,
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this article has illustrated how grid computing can
benefit social scientists. Less technical subjects, such
as business and economics, are also likely to gain from
the grid. Large-scale computing may not be required
in such cases. However, considerable advantages
can still be obtained in other ways such as the ease
of creating virtual organizations, single sign-on, and
secure access.
Although grid computing shows considerable promise, it is still far from being a ‘push button’ technology.
End users need grid solutions that can be deployed
without extensive IT support. As the underlying computer science is developed, easier to use packages will
undoubtedly be made available.
Currently, many grid applications are available
only for Unix variants. As Microsoft Windows is the
dominant platform in computing, this situation is very
likely to change as grid computing moves away from
specialized scientific applications and into mainstream
usage.

coNcluSioN
The origins of grid computing lie in networked computing, distributed computing and parallel computing.
The basic features of grid computing have been introduced. The grid offers important advantages such as
virtual organizations, portals, single sign-on, resource
abstraction and virtualization, security and authorization, distributed and parallel computing.
As a concrete example, the use of occupational data
in social science has illustrated how grid computing
can be deployed in practice. It has been seen how this
allows uniform and secure use of occupational data by
a distributed community of social scientists. Appropriate use of metadata now supports consistent access to
data in different formats.
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Occupational Information: Data about different
occupational positions, typically obtained through
summary (aggregation) analysis of individuals.

key terMS

Occupational Position: Data that describes the
particular occupation of an individual or subject, such
as a job title.

Authentication: Validating the identity of a user
requiring access to a resource, often achieved in the grid
community through the public key infrastructure.
Authorization: Validating and enforcing the
privileges of a user requiring access to a resource,
often achieved through access control lists or security
policies.
Credential: A digital certificate that identifies a
user.
Credential Delegation: The means whereby users
can pass their credentials to proxies.
Data Abstraction: A technique for providing a
database-independent view on data.
Data Documentation Initiative (DDI): A set of
XML schemas for annotating social science data.
Distributed Computing: Cooperative information
processing by networked computers.
Globus Toolkit (GT): A widely used collection of
fundamental tools for grid computing, developed by
the Global Grid Alliance.
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Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA): A
high-level architecture for grid computing.
Open Distributed Processing (ODP): A family of
standards for distributed computing.
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI): A family
of standards for networked computing.
Parallel Computing: Data processing by a cluster
of closely coupled processors.
Portal: A web-based interface that provides a uniform interface to a range of networked services.
Proxy: A third party or service that acts on behalf
of the user with their authority and identity.
Proxy Certificate: The credentials of a user passed
to a proxy.
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): A secure means
of sending data over a public network, encrypting it on
transmission with the recipient’s public key and decrypting it on arrival with the recipient’s private key.
Resource: A networked facility that provides access
to data or computation.
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Single Sign-On: The means whereby a single
authentication procedure allows access to networked
resources.

G

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP): A standard for conveying structured information between
web services.
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI): A standard for registering and searching web
services in a repository.
Virtual Organization (VO): An organization that
transcends institutional boundaries, coming together
to collaborate for a specified purpose on a short-lived
or long-lived basis.
Web Service: A networked service that allows
cooperative information processing with other similar
services.
Web Services Description Language (WSDL): A
standard for defining the interface to a web service.
Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF): A
family of standards for exposing long-lived resources
used by web services.
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